Hemostatic agents used in apical surgery: a review.
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Abstract
Objective: A review was made of the current literature on hemostatic agents used in apical surgery in order to determine their effectiveness and adverse effects.

Material and methods: The main search terms used were: endodontic surgery, apicoectomy, apical surgery, periradicular surgery, hemostasis, hemostatic agents, and bleeding control. The authors searched the Medline database for articles published up to 1 September 2010. Experimental and clinical studies comparing the effectiveness and/or adverse effects of two or more hemostatic agents and published between 2000 and 2010 were included in the review.

Results: Four studies were analyzed: two clinical studies and two experimental studies. According to the clinical studies, epinephrine produces no changes in blood pressure or heart rate when used to control bleeding in periapical surgery. Aluminum chloride alone or in combination with ferric sulfate was found to be the most effective agent in the experimental studies, and the tissue damage it causes was not observed when the superficial bone layer was eliminated with rotary instruments.

Conclusion: Additional controlled clinical trials are needed to not only assess the efficacy of the different hemostatic agents but also to investigate their influence upon healing and the outcome of periapical surgery.
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Introduction
Adequate bleeding control is essential in order to ensure the success of periapical surgery, since it improves visualization of the surgical field, shortens surgery time, facilitates retrograde cavity preparation, and is necessary for the insertion of most retrograde filling materials. In addition, correct bleeding control lessens blood loss during surgery, as well as postoperative bleeding and postoperative inflammation (1).

Different studies have examined the tissue reactions to hemostatic agents (2-9), as well as the systemic effects and clinical efficacy of these agents when used in the context of periapical surgery (10, 11). Bone wax was introduced to control bone crypt bleeding in periapical surgery by Selden (12) in 1970, but bone healing is poor in the presence of this material; connective tissue fibers appear; and there is no bone or hematopoietic tissue presence (5). In addition to delaying healing, bone wax increases the susceptibility to infection (13) and causes chronic inflammation with foreign body reactions (5, 6, 14). Ferric sulfate is one of the few materials to have been specifically studied in application to periapical surgery. Lemon et al. (8) and Jeanson et al. (7) studied the effects of ferric sulfate in rabbit periapical tissues, achieving hemostasis for 5 minutes and normal healing, with mild foreign body reaction – provided careful curettage of the cavity was performed, and saline solution irrigation was used. The amine-type sympathomimetic vasoconstrictors such as epinephrine, norepinephrine and phenylephrine have been used as topical agents for the control of bleeding in periapical surgery (15). Epinephrine induces vasoconstriction through the stimulation of $\alpha$-adrenergic receptors. Besner (16) suggested that the use of this drug in periapical surgery might induce a systemic cardiovascular response.

Kim and Rethnam (15) reported that a good hemostatic agent should stop bleeding in a short period of time, be easy to handle, should be biocompatible, should not delay or complicate healing, and should be relatively inexpensive and safe. Apparently, no hemostatic agent meets all these conditions, because all of them produce adverse effects in varying degrees – this posing a dilemma for clinicians when having to choose a hemostatic product.

The present review examines the current literature on hemostatic agents used in apical surgery in order to determine their effectiveness and adverse effects.

Material and methods
The main search terms used were: endodontic surgery, apicoectomy, apical surgery, periradicular surgery, hemostasis, hemostatic agents, bleeding control. These terms were used in combination as follows: hemostasis and apical surgery; hemostasis and endodontic surgery; hemostasis and apicoectomy; hemostatic agents and apical surgery; hemostatic agents and endodontic surgery; hemostatic agents and apicoectomy; bleeding control and endodontic surgery; bleeding control and apical surgery; bleeding control and apicoectomy; and hemostatic agents and periradicular surgery. The authors searched the Medline database by applying Entrez PubMed limits to “Dental journals”; the last search was conducted on 1 September 2010.

This review aimed at including experimental studies and clinical studies comparing the effectiveness and/or adverse effects of two or more hemostatic agents, and which had been published in dental journals between 2000 and 2010.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search terms</th>
<th>Number of articles found</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hemostasis, apical surgery</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemostasis, endodontic surgery</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemostasis, apicoectomy</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemostatic agents, apical surgery</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemostatic agents, endodontic surgery</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemostatic agents, apicoectomy</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bleeding control, endodontic surgery</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bleeding control, apical surgery</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bleeding control, apicoectomy</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemostatic agents, periradicular surgery</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Number of articles found in the Medline database with different search terms (the search was limited to articles published in dental journals).

Results
Table 1 shows the results of the electronic search strategy. From the analysis of the titles of the studies, only 12 papers were identified as eligible for inclusion in this review (1, 10-12, 15-22). Seven of them were excluded because they were published before year 2000 (1, 12, 15-19). After reading the abstracts, one study was excluded because it did not compare two hemostatic agents and it was made in postextraction sites (21). Finally, four studies were included for review (10, 11, 20, 22): two were clinical studies (10, 11) and two experimental studies (20, 22).

Vickers et al. (10) evaluated the hemostatic efficacy and the cardiovascular effects of ferric sulfate and of cotton balls impregnated with racemic epinephrine. The study involved 39 patients randomized to one group or the other. Both agents produced surgical hemostasis, and there were no significant changes in the systemic cardiovascular with either product. In a similar study, Vy et al. (11) compared Collacote® collagen sponges impregnated with 2.25% racemic epinephrine versus the same sponges impregnated with saline solution. A total of 48 patients were studied (42 in the epinephrine group and 6 in the saline control group). No differences were found.
between the two groups in terms of either blood pressure or heart rate. Good bleeding control was not achieved in three of the 42 patients of the epinephrine group and in 5 of the 6 subjects in the control group. The authors concluded that collagen sponges saturated with epinephrine afford excellent bleeding control and induce no evident changes in blood pressure or heart rate.

The two experimental studies were carried out in rabbit skulls, testing a material which von Arx had started to use in 2001 (20): a paste containing aluminum chloride and kaolin, which clinically proved to be very effective (20). This product is known as Expasyl®, and is usually used to produce gingival retraction (23, 24). Von Arx et al. (20) compared the hemostatic efficacy and tissue reactions of bone wax, ferric sulfate (Stasis®), Expasyl®, and a combination of Expasyl® and ferric sulfate (since in some cases they had used both products synergically to control recurrent bleeding). Expasyl® alone or in combination with ferric sulfate was found to be the most effective agent, and the inflammatory tissue reactions were limited to the bone defects – never extending towards the surrounding tissues. The authors recommend cleaning the bone cavity with a curette and freshening the bone with a round drill before closing the wound. Although in their study these procedures were not used for the complete elimination of Expasyl®, no acute or chronic tissue reactions were observed in the medullary spaces around the bone defects. The authors therefore considered that the adverse effects of Expasyl® could be avoided by freshening the bone crypt as commented above.

In order to explore this hypothesis, Jensen et al. (22) used the same study design, comparing the effects of 5 hemostatic protocols: Expasyl® + Stasis®, Expasyl® + Stasis® + bone crypt freshening with a drill, Spongostan®, Spongostan® + epinephrine, and electrocautery. The most effective methods for reducing bleeding were Expasyl® + Stasis® and electrocautery, but these procedures triggered adverse tissue reactions (necrotic bone, inflammatory cells, absence of bone repair). Such tissue damage was not observed when the superficial bone layer was removed with rotary instrumentation, however.

**Discussion**

The studies on the efficacy and adverse effects of the hemostatic agents used in periapical surgery are very few. In the light of the results of the clinical studies included in the present review (10, 11), it can be affirmed that the amine-type sympathomimetic vasoconstrictors such as epinephrine produce no changes in blood pressure or heart rate when used to control bleeding in periapical surgery.

The introduction of Expasyl® as a hemostatic agent in periapical surgery is recent, and no clinical studies have been published on the efficacy and adverse reactions of this material. According to the findings of experimental studies, it appears to be the most effective of all the options presently used for bleeding control in this type of surgery, and the foreign body reactions that appear when Expasyl® is used can be avoided by freshening the bone crypt with rotary instruments and irrigation before suturing (20, 22).

Only one study (25) has correlated the prognosis of periapical surgery to the use of hemostatic agents. For controlling bone crypt hemorrhage, the authors used gauze impregnated with epinephrine or ferric sulfate. Evaluation was made according to whether some material had been used or not, without specifying the result of each of them. The authors found that the use of a hemostatic agent was not predictive of the outcome of periapical surgery. Von Arx et al. (26) used aluminum chloride (Expasyl®) and/or ferric sulfate for bleeding control during periapical surgery of 194 human teeth, with a success rate of 90.2%, though the influence of the hemostatic agent upon the outcome of surgery was not analyzed.

In order to determine which hemostatic agent is best, controlled clinical trials must be carried out to evaluate not only the efficacy of each material but also its influence upon healing and the outcome of periapical surgery.
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